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Background 

Botanical and other natural products have become increasingly popular as complementary health 
approaches. Up to 18% of adults report regular use of natural products1 and up to 88% of adults report 
co-consuming natural products and drugs2, raising concerns for adverse events occurring due to 
consumption of natural products and natural products with drugs. Spontaneous reporting systems such 
as the US Food and Drug Administration Adverse Event Reporting System (FAERS), which is widely used 
for drug safety surveillance, can be utilized for natural product pharmacovigilance with adverse event 
reports by identifying reports related to natural products and/or dietary supplements. Accordingly, we 
extended the OMOP vocabulary to include natural products, their synonyms, phytoconstituents, and 
name variations with the aim to standardize the natural product reports in spontaneous reporting 
systems.  

In related work, Sharma et. al. used ten sources of natural products to identify strings in the FAERS 
database and identified 185,000 spontaneous reports involving natural products3. Sharma et. al. 
standardized natural product-related reports in the FAERS and Canada Vigilance Adverse Reaction 
databases by developing a thesaurus of plant names combined with a mapping and normalization 
approach that accommodated misspellings and variations in natural product names4. Results from both 
studies suggested that the lack of interoperability among natural product data sources, lack of coverage 
of synonyms, scientific names and common names, and ambiguity in natural product names are major 
challenges in investigating and monitoring natural products in FAERS3,4. The natural products vocabulary 
extension presented in this study aims to bridge this gap by creating a standardized resource for botanical 
natural products to facilitate natural products pharmacovigilance.  

Methods 

Natural products in adverse event reports may appear as scientific names, common names, market 
product names, brand names, and chemical (phyto)constituents. Name variations, abbreviations, and 
misspellings of the natural product names are also common. To add natural products to the OMOP 
standardized vocabulary, we first compiled a list of more than 700 scientific names (or Latin binomials) of 
natural products. We then extracted the common names, synonyms, and chemical constituents of the 
natural products from the Global Substance Registration System (G-SRS) using the public API and 
relationships in G-SRS6. As far as we know, G-SRS contains the largest number of synonyms and variations 
of natural products among different natural product data sources3. We also used the Natural Health 
Products Ingredients Database and the Licensed Natural Health Products Database (LNHPD) to identify 
other synonyms7. 

To insert natural products in the OMOP vocabulary tables, we designed SQL queries to create custom 
concept identifiers, class identifiers, and vocabulary identifier (‘NAPDI’) in the concept table. We then 
inserted the natural product scientific names, preferred name, synonyms, and constituents in the 
concept table. Each Latin binomial name was assigned a preferred common name either by manual 
mapping or from data extracted from G-SRS and LNHPD. We created the relationships for preferred 
common names (‘napdi_pt’, ‘napdi_is_pt_of’) and constituents (‘napdi_has_const’, ‘napdi_is_const_of’) 
in the concept_relationship table. 

Including variations of natural product names in the vocabulary is important because spontaneous 



 

 

 

reporting systems such as FAERS collect information using an online entry form where the drug or product 
name is entered via free text and may contain spelling errors. We sought to address this shortcoming by 
creating a reference set of natural product name variations for 65 top-selling and top-reported natural 
products from the FAERS dataset. The publicly available FAERS dataset (Quarter 1 of 2004 to Quarter 2 of 
2021) was loaded after de-duplication and drug name standardization as described in Banda et. al.5 We 
extracted all strings in the FAERS drug table with natural product scientific names, common names, and 
synonyms for 65 natural products from our extended vocabulary. String matches were based on exact 
matches and Levenshtein distance matches. Two independent coders then manually reviewed all the 
FAERS strings to find relevant natural product names. All relevant natural product names from this set 
were then added to the concept table, and two new relationships (‘napdi_spell_vr’, 

‘napdi_is_spell_vr_of’) for spelling variations were created in the relationship and 
concept_relationship tables. 

Results 

Insertion of natural product scientific names, preferred names, synonyms, and constituents resulted in 
2,289 concepts in the concept table for 303 unique natural product Latin binomials. The addition of 
variations from the manually reviewed reference set from the FAERS database resulted in 2,772 name 
variations for 65 natural products. 

Table 1 shows the concept table after querying the vocabulary to find the natural product green tea 
(Camellia sinensis). Tables 2 and 3 show the concept table for the query demonstrating the ‘napdi_pt’ 

and ‘napdi_has_const’ relationships. Table 4 shows the concept table with the first 10 name variations 
for green tea in the vocabulary from the FAERS reference set. Using the vocabulary extension for the 65 
natural products to extract reports from the FAERS database, we were able to extract 47,601 reports 
matched to natural product names, 60,223 reports matched to natural product names including spelling 
variations, and 100,522 reports matched to natural product constituents. 
 
Table 1: The concept table with green tea concepts in vocabulary. 

concept concept_name domain_id vocabulary_id concept_class_id 

-7000189 Black tea[Camellia sinensis] NaPDI research NAPDI Green tea 

-7000190 Green tea[Camellia sinensis] NaPDI research NAPDI Green tea 
-7000191 Oolong tea[Camellia sinensis] NaPDI research NAPDI Green tea 

-7000192 Tea[Camellia sinensis] NaPDI research NAPDI Green tea 

-7000193 White Tea[Camellia sinensis] NaPDI research NAPDI Green tea 
-7000293 Camellia sinensis[Camellia 

sinensis] 
NaPDI research NAPDI Green tea 

 
Table 2: The concept table with green tea preferred name. 

concept_name concept_id preferred_name concept_id 
Camellia sinensis[Camellia sinensis] -7001293 Green tea -7001008 

 



 

 

 

 

Table 3: The concept table with green tea constituents. 

concept_name concept_id constituent_name concept_id 

Green tea -7001008 CIANIDANOL -7001622 

Green tea -7001008 EPICATECHIN -7001895 

Green tea -7001008 EPICATECHIN GALLATE -7002175 

Green tea -7001008 EPIGALLOCATECHIN -7001785 

Green tea -7001008 EPIGALLOCATECHIN GALLATE -7002248 

Green tea -7001008 GALLOCATECHIN -7002061 

Green tea -7001008 GALLOCATECHIN GALLATE -7001793 

 

Table 4: The concept table with green tea name variations from the FAERS database in vocabulary. 

concept_name concept_id name_variation concept_id 

Green tea -7001008 GUARANA GREEN TEA -7004112 

Green tea -7001008 CAMELLIA SINENSIS/PANAX GINSENG EXTRACT -7004069 

Green tea -7001008 APPLE CIDER VINEGAR + GREEN TEA SUPPLEMENT -7003800 

Green tea -7001008 ACV PLUS WITH GREEN TEA -7003786 

Green tea -7001008 CINNAMON AND GREEN TEA -7002953 

Green tea -7001008 VEREGEN GREEN TEA EXTRACT (CAMELLIA SINENSIS) -7002716 

Green tea -7001008 VEREGEN GREEN TEA EXTRACT (CAMELLA SINENSIS) -7002715 

Green tea -7001008 UNSPECIFIED GREEN TEA EXTRACT SUPPLEMENT -7002714 

Green tea -7001008 TEA, GREEN (TEA, GREEN) -7002713 

Green tea -7001008 TEA (GREEN TEA AND ICED TEA) -7002712 

 

Conclusion 

Computational investigation of natural products requires standardized terminology, both for 
pharmacovigilance applications4,8 and potential research with electronic health records9,10. Our 
vocabulary extension for natural products, including scientific names, preferred names, synonyms, 
constituents, and name variations enables natural products pharmacovigilance with FAERS and other 
spontaneous reporting systems (Canada Vigilance, VigiBase) to provide case-based evidence for adverse 
events related to natural products and natural product-drug interactions. We are currently expanding the 
vocabulary further to include all natural products, automated machine learning approaches to add 
variations for all natural products from FAERS, and external references to dietary supplement and drug 
databases in the vocabulary. The vocabulary tables are publicly available for use by the community. All 



 

 

 

vocabulary tables, code, and example queries are available at https://github.com/dbmi-pitt/np-
terminology-imports.  
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